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Strategic Planning: A new approach to 
governance and decision-making 



CCN report in response to (2020) Planning White Paper’s 

proposal to replace the Duty to Cooperate set out a 

systems approach across all tiers of government, ensuring 

that spatial planning decisions are fully aligned with other 

policy and investment decisions that facilitate sustainable

growth. 

In developing an effective response, two key issues were 

identified -

▪ Regardless of what form strategic planning takes, 

there is a need for a much more robust approach to 

decision-making with strong leadership at its core, if 

we are to tackle some of the important but 

challenging issues that need to be addressed to 

achieve sustainable growth.  

▪ The fragmented and complex governance 

arrangements underpinning current approaches to 

managing growth urgently need to be simplified

across all tiers of government, ensuring that long 

term economic, social and environmental priorities 

are fully aligned with spatial planning and 

infrastructure decisions.
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Study based on:

▪ 1:1s with County/UA/District leadership - Leaders, Chief Executives, 

Directors (including those involved with LEPs, STBs and other strategic 

partnerships (e.g. growth boards, Ox-Cam Arc, Thames Estuary Growth 

Board).

▪ Roundtable discussions with those currently involved in strategic planning 

(e.g. JSPs, SDS, non-stat frameworks), stakeholders and governance 

experts (including Prof Tony Travers).

▪ Existing evidence examining weaknesses in the planning system.

▪ CCN survey of members (see Annex 4 of report).

▪ All done within an ever changing context re planning reforms and 

devolution/Levelling Up. 

The new approach aims to:

▪ Fill a gap in the current system – it is not about redistributing power 

bases.

▪ Solve many of the problems in the planning system identified by the 

Government (and others).

▪ Deliver a much more effective and integrated approach to strategic 

planning, maximising its potential for supporting sustainable growth.

▪ Provide more stability into the system to support difficult political 

decision making and long term growth where no short term (tangible) 

outputs.
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Key Issues identified:

1) Fragmented governance arrangements and decision-making

▪ Misaligned investment decisions (and spatial priorities); lack of proper sequencing to ensure development and infrastructure 

is delivered in the right order; short term decisions being made in the absence of a long term strategic framework, with 

development often directed to the wrong place or the ‘least-worse’ place.

▪ Increasing number of bodies involved with different priorities, cultures and institutional barriers.  Silo culture (and territorial 

tensions) within and between tiers of local and central government makes ‘place-based’ approach challenging.

▪ Too many voices (and poor communication) means no shared vision or collective understanding around scale of growth or 

expected outcomes – too much focus on problem solving.

▪ Disparate funding pots to facilitate growth impacting on alignment of investment programmes -inefficiencies in the use of 

public sector funding, particularly for infrastructure. 

2) Limited support structures for strong strategic leadership

▪ No single point of contact for joining up national and local priorities to support sustainable growth leading to confusion 

around areas of responsibilities and competing priorities /visions.

▪ Current consensus politics model aims for inclusive decision-making but often results in lowest common denominator 

decisions and inability to make decisions in the interests of the greater good.

▪ Voluntary partnerships make it difficult for brave decisions to be made as accountability remains with individual partners – too

much risk, especially where elections every year.

3) Gaps in strategic planning resources and technical capability 

▪ Demise in capacity and capability since loss of structure plans in 2004 with very few strategic planners within local or central

government.

▪ Lack of understanding of what strategic planning is and what skills are needed to support it – it is not a ‘big local plan’.

▪ Very few dedicated strategic planning resources – drawing from existing local planning teams and not seen as part of the day 

job.
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Main components for more effective 

governance and decision-making in strategic 

planning:

▪ An accountable strategic planning body

with responsibility for specific functions, 

including developing and delivering a 

strategic growth plan; and

▪ A representative advisory and challenge 

body. 

▪ New approach must have some core requirements set nationally but must also allow for differences across the 

country – not a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach.

▪ Relies on strong (new) relationship between local and central government and between different departments.

▪ Geography to be agreed locally but should be big enough to be able to translate and deliver national priorities and 

policies but small enough to reflect local context - and manage different functional relationships.

▪ All decisions should be made locally but must be a default process for Government to intervene. 

▪ Will require dedicated resources and the right skills to implement properly.

▪ Where possible, arrangements should build on existing strategic partnerships to help speed up implementation…
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What next?

• ‘Significant programme of change’ promised by the Government which will 

include Levelling Up White Paper and possible Housing White Paper –

governance proposals in these could impact on the role of strategic planning.

• Some reform could be implemented through changes to NPPF (shorter term) 

and some through legislation (longer term) which would include revocation of 

Duty to Cooperate.

• Still uncertainty around Government position on strategic planning (e.g. on Ox-

Cam Arc Spatial Framework) but a lot of interest. 

• Ongoing discussions between CCN and others (including development industry) 

on the proposed approach to strategic planning.

• In meantime, business as usual and LPAs will still have to comply with Duty to 

Cooperate (likely to be a long transition period!)
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Zooming Out: The Benefits of Strategic 
Planning – County Councils Network

THANK YOU!

Report calls for a new planning model, as 
two thirds of councils say the pressure on 
their infrastructure is ‘excessive’ due to 
housing – County Councils Network

New reports back a larger role for counties in 
planning as councils warn over ‘severe’ need for 
affordable homes – County Councils Network

Catriona Riddell BA (Hons) Planning MRTPI
Twitter: @CatrionaRiddel1 

Email: catrionariddell@btinternet.com
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https://www.countycouncilsnetwork.org.uk/zooming-out-the-benefits-of-strategic-planning/
https://www.countycouncilsnetwork.org.uk/report-calls-on-government-to-implement-a-new-planning-model-as-two-thirds-of-councils-say-the-pressure-on-their-infrastructure-is-excessive-due-to-housing/
https://www.countycouncilsnetwork.org.uk/new-reports-back-a-larger-role-for-counties-in-planning-as-councils-warn-over-severe-need-for-affordable-homes/
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